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Course Overview
The goal of this class is to show users how they can model more accurately using fabrication parts in Revit by
using the power of Dynamo, the Revit API, and some good Fabrication CAD database management practices.
• Course will focus on hangers – everybody uses hangers.
• Solutions to four real problems we faced
• Producing consistent hanger install drawings

• Modeling hangers accurately
• Attachment to structure problems

• Extracting points for robotic layout
• Create accurate BOMs with fabrication reports

• Including renumbering
Disclaimer: Fabrication databases are very unique. Methodology is applicable, exact replication likely not.

Why Revit? Why Fabrication Parts?
• Why Revit?

o Keep the BIM model under one software, design to fabrication.
o General Contractor preferred/required

o Subjectively better than CAD
• Ok, then why Fabrication parts?

o Deep configuration customization
o Direct compatibility with fabrication shops

o Direct compatibility with estimating (ESTmep)
o Pre-existing, self owned, self managed database.

The pros and cons could be discussed ad nauseam, here we focus on fab parts used in Revit.

Problem One: Creating
Deliverables using Templates and
Database Management

Problem
How do we create a hanger deliverable fast and at the demand of the field?

• Needs to be easy to create
• Needs to be in a format our field foreman can understand/are used to.
• Needs to be consistent across jobs, but adaptable to changing hanger services
• Needs to have features in place to designate field changes
• Needs to handle the lack of accessible parameters/options on the hanger category (no “Edit Part”)

Solution
Part 1: FAB Database

• Standardize
• Use standardized service templates where possible
• Creating keys for Revit filters to use

Part of our service matrix. All services start by following this template when created. This ensures our filters on our templates in Revit match our
service names, keys, and colors set in our fabrication database. Services can deviate from this on a job by job basis, but this is always the

starting point and typically is what is used for the duration of the job.

An example of one of our pipe service template services (no that’s not a typo). Notice how the “Use Service Template” is a generic button
template, in this case for hydronic services. The service itself functions as a template for future services. The use service template is

applied to more than one hydronic pipe service “template services”. When a new service is needed, the template service is copied, and the
job name and job number are replaced with real data.

Solution
Part 2: Revit Template

• Fairly typical view template.
• Using filters to grab onto service name keys for color and styles for different view types.
• Many are near identical, but change view group for annotations and different stages of the job.
• Project Parameters
• Shared parameters built into project template for FAB Part categories.
• Used to identify and track field adjusted hangers, objects not for export to Navisworks, etc.

MEP Fabrication parts can’t be added to Revit systems, so we have found template
filters to be the best method for consistently controlling the display of pipe on
drawings.

Project parameters can be added to fabrication parts as
a way to give them some data fields that you may

normally have in FabricationCAD. It can be especially
useful for hangers because they are their own
category. The snip here shows some of our project

parameters we use.
o “Hanger uses beam clamp” – marked for
hangers attaching to structure via beam clamp.

Controls color on install drawings, as well as being
schedulable and appending data to point exports
o “MI_Exclude from Trimble/Navis” – Controls
excluding the fab part from point exports or
Navisworks exports.

o “MI_Altered Hanger” – Used to denote a hanger
that was altered in the field and no longer matches
original point layout files.

Each of these are shared parameters. They can be
tracked, scheduled, and filtered as necessary. There’s no
limit on how many you want to create… and therefore
manage.

Problem Two: Modeling Hangers
Accurately with reading/writing
data to parts

Problem
How do we model fabrication parts (here hangers) accurately without having full access to the
options contained within the .ITM files?

• “Edit Part” options work ok for most parts in the MEP Fabrication Pipework and Duct categories and give

access to dimensional options and connectors, lacking access to custom data and item options. Hangers don’t
even have this option.

• No way to natively set hanger rod extension lengths. Hangers don’t just magically stick to the first structural
element.

• Needed a way to correctly model hangers so that accurate BOMs could be created and shops could prefabricate hangers without having to either modify the report or have the shops add/subtract lengths from the
hanger rods by hand.

Solution
Find the Data

• Before we can modify any parts we need to find where the data is located.
• Revit Lookup
• Super useful tool from Jeremy Tammik.
• Can be found on GitHub or Google drive (as a result not linked here)
• http://www.revitapidocs.com/
• Online documentation for the Revit API
• Shows you how to access the things you find with the lookup add-in (or just find them here)

The Item CID number for a hanger as shown in the Revit Lookup snooping tool.

The same property as shown in the API documents.

MEP Fabrication hangers as placed naturally. Hanger rods extend to the nearest structural element, which would be nice if that’s how hangers were built. So
how do we go about fixing this?

The API method set rod structure extension seems like the golden bullet here. But. How to access it?

Enter Dynamo
• Can access API methods with free downloadable packages and/or a little custom coding.

• Can be used to automate processing many hangers at once.
• Can build in checks for bad hangers, do renumbering, point export, all kinds of good stuff not normally
accessible out of the box in Revit.
o Actually is out of the box in Revit, Dynamo is free and launches included with Revit 2020 (and can be
downloaded free for previous versions)
• Can create user inputs via the dynamo player or custom GUI so that users don’t need to be dynamo experts.
• Don’t need to be a programmer to use/learn dynamo quickly.

The small GUI shown left is made with the data-shapes package. It allows for a more
dynamic and easier to understand interface than the dynamo player input methods
and makes it easier for detailers to understand and use. Above, is the same section

of the hangers shown before after the tool has been run to give a 2” rod extension
into the structure. The rods are now the correct lengths for the anchors being used
on this job.

Intermission: Fabrication
Bolognese

Fabrication Bolognese, a Dynamo Package
• Created by us to supplement the three existing Fabrication packages for dynamo. DyanFabrication2017,
DynaFabrication2018, and FabricationAPI.
• Adds new nodes that access parts of the API not yet accessed by these packages.
• Adds new nodes that help with creating graphs with fabrication parts.
• Available on the package browser now.

Disclaimer #2: It’s named after Bolognese for a reason. The package was not made by professional developers,
so some of the code may look like a meat sauce to those with experience. It works, but feel free to tweak it.

That being said, here are some of the more useful nodes it contains:

FB_Read/Write Custom Data

FB_FAB Ancillary Usage

Reads and writes information from/to a custom data index

Takes an input of .ITM part(s) and outputs all the ancillary

of a list of .ITM part(s). Currently only writes to text, but

information into lists. Most useful for getting hanger fixings, rod

can be easily changed if doubles or integers are needed.

counts, or other information from parts that use ancillaries or are

Very useful if custom data fields are used in Fabrication

driven by ancillary kits.

reports. Started in the FabricatoinAPI package but never
fully finished.

FB_Fab Part CID/NOT Filter

FB_Set Hanger Struc Extension

These two nodes don’t use any custom python to access

The key node shown in problem two. This node will take an

the API, but will instead take an input list of any mix of

input list of fabrication hangers and set the rod extension to

Revit elements and filter it down to only include fabrication

structure. Extension can be a positive value or a negative value

parts of the given CID number(s). Input CIDs as a list of

if the rods need to stop short of structure.

integers. Leaving that input blank will just filter out all nonfab parts for both nodes.

Problem 3: Exporting Points for
Layout

Problem
Ok, we can model hangers correctly, now how can we get points out to the field for robotic
layout? What about points for pads, sleeves, and control points?

• Need to be able to export point locations to a file readable by our robotic layout tools for field installation.
• Need to also export points for non-hanger elements if possible.
• A way to determine which points go to which hangers after the file is created would be a plus.
• A way to catch hangers that may cause a problem on the point layout machine is a plus.
• Needs to be fast and easy wile remaining flexible to job conditions. (different pour zones, numbering

conventions, etc.)

Solution
Dynamo and the API again.
• Once more turning to the Revit API and Dynamo can provide an answer.

Here is our point exporter in its entirety. The end goal was to produce a .CSV file that can be read by most point layout machines. Each colored box represents a
section of the graph that is processing or formatting the data from raw information into a readable .CSV. The following slides will showcase some of the more
critical sections and where this data comes from and some of the tricks required to process it correctly. The class handout provides additional description and a
copy of the .dyn file is included with the courses additional items.
Disclaimer #3: This tool was made specifically for our database, and will almost certainly not function if copied node to node for a different database with different

configurations. The methodology will be the same.

Critical API Methods
• Rod endpoint coordinates already exist built into the MEP
Fabrication Hangers category. They are part of the .ITM.
Many popular add-ins for point layout use nested point
families to provide location data for export, with
fabrication hangers there is no need. The FB_Parts Rod
Length Pluss node can be used to extract coordinates.

• Ancillary data is also important in our example. It will
provide the rod count as well as diameter. The rod count

will be used to cycle to ensure that hangers with multiple
rods have multiple points generated. The rod diameter
will be used to append to point descriptions and used to
generate anchor counts for anchor ordering.
o

Note: We drive hangers with ancillaries, if your database does not, you may need
a different method to extract this information.

Explore the Graph

Ok, but what about other points?
• As previously mentioned, many of the popular add-ins for point export use a nested shared family to build
coordinate points into LOD400 families.
o So build one.
o Only works for non-fabrication part families. Although can be placed manually onto parts if necessary
• Typical points that need to be exported
o Sleeves, control points, equipment pads, floor drains, etc.
o Families for each have a point nested within
 Point is only visible in 3D coarse views as to not interfere with coordination
 Has different family types for different kinds of points
 Has descriptor shared parameter that can be linked to its hosts properties for point description
o Can also place individual points in the model if needed.

Here is an example of a floor sleeve family with the point nested into it. Points are just 3D spheres centered around their origin. The
point is placed in the sleeve family at the location that would need to be exported for layout. In this example it’s the center of the
sleeve, for a concrete pad family it would be the corners of the pad. Multiple points can be nested into one family if needed. The
descriptor parameter is a shared parameter and can be linked to its host. In this case that is the sleeve family's “Description”
parameter.

Point Export Results

There are 7 exported fields. The point ID, is the unique point identification number generated by the export scripts input settings for
discipline, pour number and the hanger Item Number parameter. The X, Y, and Z coordinates. In this example, Z coordinates
were omitted, as we typically don’t need them. The description lists the service abbreviation of the hanger and the rod diameter
in decimal inches. The hanger description lists the .ITM file name to show the type of hanger. And the Item UID shows the

unique Revit element ID for the hanger that each point came from for backtracking.

Problem 4: Creating Accurate
BOMs w/ FAB Reports

Problem
Some of the report fields available in CAD report things that don’t exist in Revit. Can we still use
our existing FAB Reports.

• Ideally need to use the same reports across jobs from Revit and from CAD to keep things consistent for the

shops
• Schedules are a possibility, but being able to quickly create reports via selection is powerful

• In this specific example, we need to report the bottom of pipe elevation (not including insulation) within nontrapeze hangers.

• This field, used before, cant be used to get the offset in Revit. Offset and other parameters in Revit cant be
reported using FAB reports.

Solution
Careful use of Custom Data Fields
• Custom data fields provide a solution.

o Similar to project parameters
o Native to the ITM part instead of the Revit Element, as a result can be reported.

• Use Dynamo to access the API method that writes to these fields
• Take care to not over use them. Like project parameters to categories, custom data applies to all parts in the

database. Adding to many can cause a management headache.
• Build the data input into a renumbering tool to totally process hangers all at once.

The blue inputs coming down are the list of hangers being processed, the orange input is a list of the pipes the hangers are hosted too. The middle elevation and
the host pipe insulation thickness parameters are pulled. These values undergo some simple checks and math and then assign the insulation thickness, the

offset plus the insulation thickness, and the offset to three custom data values.

Putting the custom data into use in a report. We just display the custom data indexes
required by the type of hanger being reported. In this example the Z coordinate field

shown on the problem slide is replaced with the custom data index 102, the field we
made to hold bottom of pipe value for hangers coming from Revit.
An additional bonus to using custom data, is like the item number field, these values will

stay across an .MAJ export if needed.
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